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Abstract

Capsule Networks (CapsNets) create internal representations by parsing inputs into various instances at different resolution levels via a two-phase process – part-whole transformation and hierarchical component routing. Since both of these internal phases are computationally expensive, CapsNet have not found wider use. Existing variations of CapsNets mainly focus on performance comparison with the original CapsNet, and have not outperformed CNN-based models on complex tasks. To address the limitations of the existing CapsNet structures, we propose a novel Prediction-Tuning Capsule Network (PT-CapsNet), and also introduce fully connected PT-Capsules (FC-PT-Caps) and locally connected PT-Capsules (LC-PT-Caps). Different from existing CapsNet structures, our proposed model (i) allows the use of capsules for more difficult vision tasks and provides wider applicability; and (ii) provides better than or comparable performance to CNN-based baselines on these complex tasks. In our experiments, we show robustness to affine transformations, as well as the lightweight and scalability of PT-CapsNet via constructing larger and deeper networks and performing comparisons on classification, semantic segmentation and object detection tasks. The results show consistent performance improvement and significant parameter reduction compared to various baseline models. Code is available at https://github.com/Christinepan881/PT-CapsNet.git.

1. Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [4][12][27] can capture features of objects similar to human visual system by assembling a set of small kernels looking for different patterns. Their ability to learn rich feature representations from data have allowed them to find a wide range of applications for various vision tasks.

When looking at an object, humans deconstruct it into hierarchical sub parts, and tend to develop a relationship between object parts [10]. This parsing process aligns well with the capsule networks (CapsNets) [26]. Capsules represent distinct types of parts/instances, and each capsule is a collection of neurons, encapsulating different attributes of a part/instance, e.g. scale, orientation etc. A capsule layer consists of multiple capsules. A special agreement/routing mechanism between subsequent capsule layers is used for parsing different levels of capsules. Encapsulation of different attributes and the agreement mechanism encourage each capsule to be responsible for capturing how an entity is represented, instead of only indicating its presence as in traditional neuron activations.

However, existing CapsNet variants have several limitations preventing them from being as widely adopted as CNNs. Firstly, the fully pairwise connection between capsules focuses more on global information, but is not that conducive to capturing diverse local relationships. Secondly, while stacking capsule layers, the fully pairwise connection between every capsule tends to increase the number of parameters exponentially, thereby decreasing the generalization ability and causing the overfitting problem during training. Thirdly, the routing-by-agreement mechanism [26] is computationally expensive and time consuming. Due to these limitations, current CapsNets cannot be generalized to a wider range of more complicated computer vision tasks and datasets involving deeper networks.

In order to utilize all the benefits of CapsNets and realize their full potential, we propose a novel Prediction-Tuning Capsule Network (PT-CapsNet) to overcome the limitations of previous CapsNets. We show that PT-CapsNet is a scalable and equivariant model for capsule networks, and has more sparse projections from the input capsule to output capsule space, providing better robustness and generalization ability. Different from the existing CapsNets variants, our contributions include the following: We (i) propose a novel PT-CapsNet, which is lightweight and efficient; (ii) introduce two instance layers--fully connected PT
capsule layer (FC-PT-Caps) and locally connected PT capsule layer (LC-PT-Caps)– to make the PT-CapsNet applicable to various deep learning architectures; (iii) conduct ablation studies to investigate the best combination to build the PT-CapsNets; (iv) design a PT-CapsNet architecture for classification, which is composed of multiple FC-PT-Caps and LC-PT-Caps; (v) conduct experiments to validate the robustness of PT-CapsNet to affine transformations, and achieve much better results by using 29 times less number of parameters compared to previous CapsNets; (vi) scale our model to larger deep learning architectures for classification, semantic segmentation, and object detection tasks, and achieve better or comparable performance to CNN-based baselines using much less number of parameters.

2. Related Work

Considering the rich information stored in capsules, several works have been proposed to improve CapsNets. Building on the original CapsNet [26], EM-Caps [13] uses a matrix to represent the pose, and Expectation-Maximization-based routing algorithm for better performance. DeepCaps [20] aim to improve the performance of CapsNets [26] on CIFAR10 [16] dataset, and achieves 3% accuracy improvement. SOVNET [32] uses a degree-centrality routing to get an equivariant model for CapsNets. GCaps [18] is a group equivariant capsule network. Although the aforementioned CapsNets variants achieve improvement compared to original CapsNets, they can not reach a performance comparable to commonly used CNNs, and are only applicable to simple image classification tasks. The inverted dot-product attention capsule network (IDACapsNet) [29] with ResNet backbone provides 95.14% accuracy, compared to 95.11% of ResNet, on CIFAR10 by using sequential iterative routing and layer normalization. When IDACapsNet uses a simpler CNN backbone (0.56M params), it only provides 85.17% accuracy. The SR-CapsNet [11] achieves competitive performance on adversarial defense and viewpoint generalization, but still has scalability issues and higher computation cost. In [17], a local routing algorithm is proposed with an encode-decode capsule architecture for medical image segmentation. This model provides a slight improvement of 0.03% compared to U-Net [24], which is not the SOTA for semantic segmentation. In [23], attentive group convolution is introduced to highlight meaningful relationships among symmetries. SubSpace CapsNet [8] is applied on GAN, achieving SOTA performance in semi-supervised classification. In [33] and [1], the authors apply CapsNet on font style verification and COVID-19 identification, respectively. 3D CapsNets are introduced in [2],[15] for volumetric object classification, and a 3D point cloud capsule network is proposed [37] for object classification, part-segmentation and object reconstruction. Yet, these models only adopt 1-2 capsule layers as a small composition.

3. Proposed Models

In a CapsNet, each capsule is a collection of neurons, which represent different attributes of the pose of a part-instance, e.g. location, scale, orientation etc. Different ways have been employed to represent the pose, and indicate the presence probability of a part-instance. Also, a non-linearity is used in CapsNets to normalize the capsules. Sabour et al. [26] use vectors as the pose structure to represent a capsule, the l2 norm of vectors to indicate the instance presence probability, and squash function as the non-linearity. Hinton et al. [13], use a $4 \times 4$ matrix to represent a part’s pose, and EM routing to determine the logistic unit and non-linearity. In our work, we propose a Prediction-Tuning Capsule Network (PT-CapsNet), which is more efficient and lightweight than the previous CapsNet structures. PT-CapsNet uses the vector-form to represent the capsule pose. To be able to handle bigger and more complex datasets, and make the proposed PT-CapsNet applicable to wider range of challenging tasks, we also propose a fully connected PT-Capsule layer in Sec. 3.2 and a locally connected PT-Capsule layer in Sec. 3.3. Then, using these two types of capsule layers, we construct a novel deep PT-CapsNet architecture for classification in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. Preliminaries

Let $X \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{in},N_{in}}$ denote the input capsule map at layer $l$, where $C_{in}$ is the number of the input capsule types, and $N_{in}$ is the dimension of the input pose vector. The function of layer $l$ is to transfer $X$ to higher-level capsules, $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{out},N_{out}}$ at layer $l + 1$. Existing CapsNet structures first apply $C_{out}$-many different transformation matrices, $M \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{in},N_{out}}$, to each of $C_{in}$-many input capsules, generating $C_{in},C_{out}$-many predictions ($\vec{u} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{out}}$) for $C_{out}$-many higher-level capsules. The goal is to explore the pair-wise relationships between the capsules in two consecutive layers. The produced predictions are typically called intermediate votes, which are then forwarded into the routing-by-agreement mechanism. In this phase, the part-whole relationships are further evaluated by considering the importance/contribution of the intermediate votes for each higher-level capsule. $C_{in} \times C_{out}$-many weights/coupling coefficients $(w)$ are calculated as the agreement values between the pairs. Finally, each output capsule is produced by computing the weighted sum of the intermediate predictions made, for that output capsule, by capsules in layer $l$. This two-step process can be described by:

$\vec{u}_{i,j} = \vec{x}_i \cdot M_{i,j}$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

$\vec{y}_j = \sum_{i} w_{i,j} \times \vec{u}_{i,j}$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $i \in [1,C_{in}]$ and $j \in [1,C_{out}]$ indicate the IDs of the $i^{th}$ input capsule and $j^{th}$ output capsule, respectively.
Thus, for previous CapsNets, it is necessary to train a large number of parameters for modeling the pairwise relationships between capsules in two consecutive layers. For the fully connection, a typical example is [26], wherein the total number of parameters for the transformation matrices is $C_{in} \times C_{out} \times N_{in} \times N_{out}$. Yet, after the weight distribution of the routing process, only some of the prediction vectors are emphasized, while others are compressed. The compressed vectors with less weight will not have much contribution for the higher-level capsules. This is due to the fact that, in general, not all the entities in one layer represent the components of one specific object, i.e., not all pairs of capsules have significant relationships. Hence, the pairwise projection causes excess computation providing unnecessary or redundant information. Also, the typical dynamic routing algorithm can be easily influenced by the vectors with longer lengths regardless of whether their predictions are reliable or not. The details of this limitation are provided in the supplementary material. Thus, the large number of parameters and inefficiency of workflow inhibit stacking of many capsule layers to scale up to large architectures.

3.2. Fully Connected PT-Caps

To address the aforementioned limitations, we introduce the fully connected prediction-tuning capsule (FC-PT-Caps) layer. For the FC-PT-Caps layer, instead of having each input capsule make predictions for all output capsules, we first transform the low-level capsules, $X \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{in} \times N_{in}}$, with low-level pose to the capsules with high-level pose by employing $C_{in}$-many transformation matrices ($M' \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{in} \times N_{out}}$) to perform matrix multiplication with the corresponding input capsules. We refer to the resulting capsules with high-level pose as hidden capsules, $H \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{in} \times N_{out}}$. The goal is to learn the relationships between the low-level and high-level poses of the input capsules. Then, to probe the relationships between low-level and high-level capsule types, we use vector-form weights, instead of scalar weights, to refine the hidden capsules. We refer to this process as the vector-tuning process. More specifically, when deriving each high-level capsule, there will be $C_{in}$-many vector-form weights ($\bar{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{out}}$), which are used to perform element-wise multiplication with the corresponding $C_{in}$-many hidden vectors. After multiplication, the weighted hidden vectors in $\mathbb{R}^{C_{out} \times C_{in} \times N_{out}}$ dimensional space, are summed along the $C_{in}$ axis to obtain the final capsules $Y' \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{out} \times N_{out}}$. The figure illustrating this process is provided in the supplementary material. The overall procedure can be expressed by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4):

$$\bar{h}_i = \bar{x}_i \cdot M'_i$$
$$\bar{y}_{j} = \sum \bar{v}_{i,j} \times \bar{h}_i,$$

where $i \in [1, C_{in}]$ and $j \in [1, C_{out}]$ indicate the IDs of the $i^{th}$ input capsule and $j^{th}$ output capsule, respectively. Hence, in the first phase, each capsule undergoes pose transformation independently, while in the second phase, each feature in the pose renders high-level capsules independently. When parsing the object relationship, if two instances are mutually exclusive, then they will not be connected, which means that there is no need for one to predict the other, and generate the paired prediction. With this in mind, we only make one prediction for each input instance. In other words, we perform advanced pose transformation on each input instance, instead of making each instance predict all high-level instances. In the second stage, the tuning mechanism will extract the required information from the hidden capsules, and fuse it to synthesize the high-level instances. In this way, we provide significant savings in memory and computational requirements, which are otherwise wasted on generating invalid pairs and redundant information. Also, the vector-form weights, used in the tuning phase, ensure that each feature in the pose of higher-level capsule is inferred from the corresponding feature in the pose of the hidden capsules, and is not impacted by other kinds of features, while in previous CapsNets, the features in each middle capsule are given the same weights when predicting outputs. In our proposed structure, the parameters in both phases are trainable, so that they can accumulate knowledge during training. In the previous CapsNets, only the first step is trainable to serve this function.

In general, different from the previous CapsNets with pair-wise transformation and routing, our FC-PT-Caps first performs capsule-wise prediction followed by feature-wise tuning. Following the above notation, the total number of training parameters for FC-PT-Caps can be calculated as follows: For the capsule-wise prediction phase, $C_{in}$-many transformation matrices result in $C_{in} \times N_{in} \times N_{out}$ parameters; then for the feature-wise tuning phase, $C_{in} \times C_{out}$-many vector weights lead to $C_{in} \times C_{out} \times N_{out}$-many parameters. Thus, FC-PT-Caps has a total of $C_{in} \times N_{out} \times (N_{in} + C_{out})$-many parameters compared to the $C_{in} \times C_{out} \times N_{in} \times N_{out}$-many parameters in previous CapsNets. It can be seen that the difference in the number of parameters of FC-PT-Caps and previous CapsNets is only affected by the values of $N_{in}$ and $C_{out}$. In this work, we empirically choose the number of capsule-types ($C$) to be $2^a$, where $a \in [4, 9]$, and the dimension of capsule vectors ($N_{in}$) is chosen from $[4, 8, 16]$. Both of these hyper-parameter choices correspond to the setup commonly used by previous CapsNets. Based on these choices, it is evident that our FC-PT-Caps is much more lightweight than others. We list the exact number of parameters for comparison in Sec 4.2 to demonstrate that our model has far less parameters than others.

While providing significant reduction in the number of parameters, our proposed model does not lose any of the functionalities of an original CapsNet, and can still parse...
are combined, ⃗y is composed of parameters from the prediction phase and where

\[ T \]

We can set

\[ T_{i,j} = w_{i,j} \times M_{i,j} \]

Combining the terms of summation above can be written as:

\[ w_{i,j} \times (⃗x_i \cdot M_{i,j}) = \bar{⃗x}_i \cdot (w_{i,j} \times M_{i,j}). \]

We can set

\[ C_{in} \]

Based on the commutative property and associative property, the resulting terms above can be written as:

\[ \bar{y}_j = \sum_{i} \bar{⃗x}_i \cdot T_{i,j}. \]

Similarly, for our FC-PT-Caps, when Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are combined, \( \bar{y}^\prime_j \) can be written as in Eq. (8):

\[ \bar{y}^\prime_j = \sum_{i} \bar{v}_{i,j} \times (⃗x_i \cdot M'_i). \]

We can then write

\[ \bar{v}_{i,j} \times (⃗x_i \cdot M'_i) = \bar{⃗x}_i \cdot (V'_{i,j} \times M'_i), \]

where

\[ V'_{i,j} = tile(extend(\bar{v}_{i,j})), \]

i.e., \( V' \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{in} \times N_{out}} \) is obtained by first extending \( \bar{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{out}} \) into matrix \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times N_{out}} \), and then tiling \( V \) along the first axis by \( N_{in} \) times. Then, we use matrix \( T' \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{in} \times N_{out}} \) such that \( T'_{i,j} = V'_{i,j} \times M'_i \). It is apparent that \( T' \) is composed of parameters from the prediction phase and the vector-tuning phase. Thus, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as:

\[ \bar{y}^\prime_j = \sum_{i} \bar{⃗x}_i \cdot T'_{i,j}. \]

Comparing Eq. (7) and (11), it is clear that both \( \bar{y} \) and \( \bar{y}^\prime \) are constructed by projecting input capsules \( \bar{⃗x} \) into \( \mathbb{R}^{N_{out}} \) space, via matrices in \( \mathbb{R}^{N_{in} \times N_{out}} \), and then summing the transferred vectors. Thus, we can reach the conclusion that although the processes are different, \( \bar{y} \) and \( \bar{y}^\prime \) can be projected into similar feature space through previous CapsNets and FC-PT-Caps, respectively. In addition, our FC-PT-Caps can reach the same destination using less parameters, which means that our projection from input to output space is more sparse. Hence, the overfitting problem, which usually affects the previous CapsNets, can be properly avoided, making our model more flexible to be generalized to more complex datasets. We also validate the robustness of our model in Sec. 4.2.3.

### 3.3. Locally Connected PT-Caps

Fully connected (FC) capsule layers focus more on extracting global information, but are not as conducive to capturing diverse local relationships between adjacent locations, which are very important for many computer vision tasks. Stacking only the FC layers for CapsNet will also generate a large amount of parameters, requiring extensive memory and computational resources, and leading to weak generalization ability and the overfitting problem. Hence, to address these issues, and further enhance the applicability of our model, we also propose a locally connected PT-CapsNet, which is referred to as the LC-PT-Caps layer.

Instead of one capsule-type corresponding to a single capsule like in an FC layer, in locally connected layer, one capsule-type encloses a map of capsules. Therefore, to represent the flow between different LC-PT-Caps layers, the capsule tensor domain also contains location axes, in addition to the capsule-type axis and capsule dimension axis. Let \( X^{LC} \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{in},N_{in},H_{in},W_{in}} \) and \( Y^{LC} \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{out},N_{out},H_{out},W_{out}} \) denote the input and output feature maps, respectively, for the LC-PT-Caps layer \( l \). Similar to the FC-PT-Caps layer, we first evolve the low-level pose of an input capsule map to high-level pose. For each type of capsule map, we use a sliding window of matrices in \( \mathbb{R}^{N_{in} \times N_{out}} \), with the reception field of \([K_1,K_1]\) shared among different locations, to do the matrix multiplication with each capsule vector within the reception field. The resulting vectors in one field are summed to get the hidden capsule vector at the corresponding location and capsule-type. Concatenating the hidden vectors based on capsule-type, we get the hidden map \( H^{LC} \in \mathbb{R}^{C_{in},N_{out},H_{hid},W_{hid}} \).

This process can be expressed as:

\[ \bar{H}^{LC}_{i,a,b} = \sum_{p} \sum_{q} \bar{x}^{LC}_{i,a,b,p,q} \cdot M^{LC}_{i,p,q}, \]

where \( \bar{H}^{LC}_{i,a,b} \) and \( \bar{x}^{LC}_{i,a,b,p,q} \) indicate the evolved hidden vector at \( [a, b] \) position, and the capsule vector at \( [a, b] \) position of \( i^{th} \) input capsule-type, respectively, and \( M^{LC}_{i,p,q} \) denotes the matrix at \( [p, q] \) position of the sliding window for the \( i^{th} \) input capsule-type. This operation is capsule-type-wise, so with the shared matrices, one type of input capsules will make predictions for one type of hidden capsules. Then, there will be \( C_{in} \)-many groups of sliding matrices, which
generate \( C_{in} \times K_1 \times K_1 \times N_{in} \times N_{out} \)-many parameters for the first prediction stage.

For the second stage of LC-PT-Caps, similar to the tuning step in FC-PT-Caps, we adjust and fuse information from hidden capsules to get the higher-level capsules. To produce each output capsule map in \( \mathbb{R}^{N_{out} \times H_{out} \times W_{out}} \), we use a sliding cube of weights, \( V_{LC}^{in} \in \mathbb{R}^{K_2, K_2, N_{out}} \), to perform element-wise multiplication at positions of each type of hidden capsule map, where \([K_2, K_2]\) represents the window size (reception field size), and \( N_{out} \) represents the weights of the \( N_{out} \) features at each position. Then, to exploit the features from each capsule type, the weighted hidden capsule vectors are summed together to get the high-level capsule vector at the corresponding location. By concatenating the resulting capsule maps based on output capsule-type, we can get the final map \( Y_{LC} \in [C_{out}, N_{out}, H_{out}, W_{out}] \). This process can be expressed as:

\[
\tilde{y}_{j,a,b}^{LC} = \sum_{i} \sum_{p} \sum_{q} a_{i,j,p,q}^{LC} \times h_{i,a,p,bq}^{LC},
\]

where \( a_{i,j,p,q}^{LC} \) is the vector weights at \([p, q]\) position of the sliding cube for \( i \)th hidden capsule map to produce \( j \)th output capsule map, \( \tilde{y}_{j,a,b} \) is the capsule vector at \([a, b]\) position of the \( j \)th output capsule map, and \( h_{i,a,p,bq}^{LC} \) is the capsule vector at \([a_p, b_q]\) position of the \( i \)th hidden capsule group. The second stage is feature-wise adjustment, such that for predicting one type of capsule map, \( C_{in} \)-many shared cubes will be required, which leads to \( C_{out} \times C_{in} \times K_2 \times K_2 \times N_{out} \)-many parameters. Therefore, the total number of parameters for LC-PT-Caps layer is \((C_{in} \times K_1 \times K_1 \times N_{in} \times N_{out}) + (C_{out} \times C_{in} \times K_2 \times K_2 \times N_{out}) = C_{in} \times N_{out} \times (K_1 \times K_1 \times N_{in} + K_2 \times K_2 \times C_{out}) \).

The figure illustrating this process is provided in the supplementary material. The procedure in LC-PT-Caps is similar to that in FC-PT-Caps, which is also a prediction-tuning process. For both phases in the LC-PT-Caps layer, \( K \) determines the reception field size when capturing local features, and due to the shared weights among locations, it is also a lightweight structure compared to previous CapsNets.

### 3.4. PT-CapsNet for Classification

We now propose a novel PT-CapsNet architecture for classification by using our FC-PT-Caps and LC-PT-Caps layers. The model shown in Fig. 1 is composed of six main blocks: one convolution block, four LC-PT-Caps blocks, and one FC-PT-Caps block. The convolution block is used to extract the initial features from the input images. It contains a \( 3 \times 3 \) convolution layer, followed by a batch normalization (BN) layer and a ReLU activation layer. To transfer the initial features to capsule domain, we add an additional axis to the feature map, representing the capsule vector dimension, so that the initial capsule vector dimension is 1.

For each LC-PT-Caps block, there are five capsule units and one concatenation unit as shown in Fig. 1. For each capsule unit, we adopt BN right after one LC-PT-Caps layer and before the non-linearity function. We set \( K_1 = 1 \) and \( K_2 \in [1, 3] \) for all the LC-PT-Caps layers. The first capsule unit in each block (purple squares) is treated as a transition unit to process the input capsule maps from the previous block. The transition unit in the first LC-PT-Caps block has \( K_2 = 3 \), while the rest has \( K_2 = 1 \). The second capsule unit is used to change the size of the capsule feature maps by modifying the stride of the sliding cube at the second phase, hence it is referred to as the down-sampling unit (blue squares). We do not change the feature map size in the first LC-PT-Caps block, where the stride is set to be 1. For the remaining three blocks, we set the stride to be 2. The third and fourth capsule units (pink squares) are used to further process the capsule outputs from the down-sampling block. We set \( K_2 \) to 3 and 1 for these blocks, and stride equal to 1. The down-sampling unit and the following two units together form a sequential structure to study a mapping for the outputs from the transition unit. The fifth unit, referred to as the inception unit (green squares), is used to learn a different mapping for the outputs from the transition unit. \( K_2 \) is set to be 1, and to match the feature map size for this connection, we set the stride equal to the stride in the parallel down-sampling unit. The concatenation unit is used to merge the outputs from the sequential block and the inception unit along the capsule-type axis. This architecture is a combination of the two mappings with their outputs concatenated into a single capsule output domain. In this way, we scale the CapsNet width by widening the capsule-type channel for the feature maps to make the model capture various instances and easier to train.

After four LC-PT-Caps blocks, we have the FC-PT-Caps block as the final classification block. For the feature map generated from the last LC-PT-Caps block, we concatenate the \( H, W \) axes with the capsule-type axis to reshape it into the FC capsule domain, which only has the capsule-type and feature-dimension axes. The resulting feature map is in \( \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times C, N} \). Then, we adopt one FC-PT-Caps layer followed by BN and a non-linearity function to project the feature map into the class space \( \mathbb{R}^{c_{cls}, 16} \), where \( c_{cls} \) represents the number of class. To find the best way of acquiring the final logits of the class capsules, we conduct an ablation study to compare the typical \( l_2 \) norm logits and ‘generated logits’, which refer to using an additional FC-PT-Caps layer to generate capsules with only one element representing the classification probability. Since our experimental results show that the ‘generated logits’ perform better than the \( l_2 \) norm logits, we add another FC-PT-Caps layer, in which the output capsule domain is \( \mathbb{R}^{c_{cls}, 1} \), to get the final prediction. Visualization of focus of capsules in the 2nd transition unit are provided in Fig. 2 to illustrate the semantic information.
4. Experiments

Our experiments have three parts: (i) to investigate the effects of different factors on the model performance and show the effectiveness of our model, we first conduct an ablation study; (ii) to demonstrate the robustness of PT-CapsNet, we compare its performance with six different previous CapsNet models under affine transformations on CIFAR10 [16]; (iii) to show the lightweight, scalability and wider applicability of PT-CapsNet, we scale it up to larger deep learning architectures for different tasks, namely classification on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 [16], and FashionMNIST datasets, semantic segmentation on ISIC2018 [6][30] dataset, and object detection on PASCAL VOC dataset [9].

4.1. Ablation Study

Our ablation study focuses on three aspects of the PT-CapsNet. First, we investigate on the prediction and tuning type/order. For the PT-CapsNet introduced in Sec. 3, the capsule-wise prediction for high-level pose is performed first, followed by the feature-wise tuning for the higher-level capsule-type. Yet, it is also reasonable to first perform feature-wise prediction for higher-level capsule-type, followed by the capsule-wise tuning for higher-level pose. The second aspect of ablation study is about the logits. l2 norm is used most commonly to calculate the logits for vector-form capsules [26]. We argue that it is also sensible to apply an additional capsule layer to generate class logits for each capsule. The third aspect of the ablation study is related to the non-linearity functions. In original CapsNet [26], the squash function is used to normalize capsules. In [3], ReLU function is employed as the non-linearity for the primary capsules. The Swish function [21] is also proved to work well with large architectures and advanced tasks [28].

To investigate the best prediction and tuning type/order, the logit generation method, and the non-linearity function, we conduct experiments on MNIST [7], FashionMNIST [35], and KMNIST [5] datasets covering 12 combinations shown in Tab. 1. We use a simpler architecture for this part, which is composed of two convolution layers as backbone, and two PT-Capsule layers—one LC-PT-Caps and one FC-PT-Caps layer—as the capsule part. The convolution layers are followed by BN and ReLU activation, and the capsule layers are followed by BN and the choice of non-linearity. The number of channels for the two convolution layers are 64 and 128, and the kernel size and stride for both layers are $3 \times 3$ and 2, respectively. The number of capsule types and capsule dimension for the LC-PT-Caps and FC-PT-Caps are $[32, 8]$ and $[10, 16]$, respectively. The LC-PT-Caps has a reception field of $3 \times 3$ with cubic stride of 2. Each model is trained for 100 epochs with SGD optimizer, and the batch size and initial learning rate are equal to 128 and 0.1, respectively. The learning rate decay is 0.1 for every 50 epochs. We perform 4-pixel zero padding at all sides, and do horizontal flip with a probability of 0.5 for data augmentation. The testing error in Tab. 1 is calculated as the average value of 5 runs. It can be seen from Tab. 1 that (i) models with capsule-wise prediction for high-level pose and the feature-wise tuning for the higher-level capsule-type perform better than the models with feature-wise prediction for higher-level capsule-type and the capsule-wise tuning for higher-level pose in most cases; (ii) ‘Generated logits’ (GL) consistently outperforms the l2-norm based logits.
method; and (iii) although the squash function works well with l2-norm based method, it cannot surpass the performance of ReLU function used with the GL method. Thus, to construct the best PT-CapsNet, we have combined the most promising options—pose prediction, GL method, and ReLU—for the remainder of the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Logits</th>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>MNIST</th>
<th>F-MNIST</th>
<th>KMNIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature-wise</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squash</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squash</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swish</td>
<td>42.26</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsule-wise</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squash</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squash</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swish</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>66.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Ablation study on MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, and KMNIST datasets.

4.2. Robustness to Affine Transformations

We compare our classification model, which has 0.29M parameters and is described in Sec. 3.4, with six CapsNet-based methods with respect to robustness to affine transformations for classification on CIFAR10. The methods we compare with and their number of training parameters are CapsNet (8.5M) [26], EM-Caps (0.32M) [13], G-Caps (7.8M) [18], SR-CapsNet (3.2M) [11], DeepCaps (8.5M) [20], and SOVNET (7.3M) [32].

Our affine transformation methods are the same as in [32]. We created five variations of the training and test sets by randomly transforming data. We consider the combination of translation and rotation. We choose the translation extent and the rotation degree from the following 5 combinations: [0 pixel, 0°], [2 pix., 30°], [2 pix., 60°], [2 pix., 90°], and [2 pix., 180°]. We train each model on the five transformed versions of the training set separately, and then test them on all five transformed versions of the test set. Thus, for each model, there are 25 robustness evaluation results summarized in Table 2. Our PT-CapsNet outperforms others in most of the cases, indicating that PT-CapsNet is more robust. In only eight out of 25 cases, SR-CapsNet, SOVNET, and DeepCaps provide better accuracy, but their number of parameters are much higher than ours (by almost 11, 25, and 29 times). Furthermore, the performance of PT-CapsNet on the un-transformed dataset is much better than the other CapsNet baselines. PT-CapsNet having the least number of parameters among others further demonstrates that the robustness mostly comes from the framework and the sparse projection space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>(0°)</th>
<th>(2.30°)</th>
<th>(2.60°)</th>
<th>(2.90°)</th>
<th>(2.180°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN[26]</td>
<td>68.28</td>
<td>55.57</td>
<td>43.55</td>
<td>37.48</td>
<td>30.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM[13]</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>49.28</td>
<td>41.27</td>
<td>34.73</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC[18]</td>
<td>49.54</td>
<td>38.45</td>
<td>31.89</td>
<td>30.88</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR[11]</td>
<td>91.49</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>42.18</td>
<td>36.89</td>
<td>30.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC[20]</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>67.97</td>
<td>53.56</td>
<td>42.55</td>
<td>35.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN[32]</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>47.57</td>
<td>42.24</td>
<td>43.75</td>
<td>43.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>91.21</td>
<td>70.18</td>
<td>50.41</td>
<td>46.79</td>
<td>40.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Affine transformation experiments on CIFAR-10 dataset.

4.3. Comparison with CNN-based Networks on Advanced Vision Tasks

We conduct image classification, semantic segmentation, and object detection experiments to compare the proposed PT-CapsNets with several CNN-based models on various datasets. To perform a commensurate comparison, we reproduced all the models in PyTorch framework [19], and report our reproduced results. For image classification, we use CIFAR-10 [16], CIFAR-100 [16], and
Fashion-MNIST [35] datasets, and adopt ResNet-110 [12], WRN-28-10 [36], and DenseNet-100 [14] as our baseline models. For semantic segmentation, we use ISIC2018 dataset [9], and compare with YOLO-v5 [31, 22], as the baselines. For object detection, we use PASCAL VOC dataset [9], and adopt U-Net [24] and DeepLabv3+ [4] as the baselines.

We replace the convolution layer and the FC layer in the baselines with LC-PT-Caps layer and FC-PT-Caps layer, respectively, to build our PT-CapsNet-based models. For PT-DeepLabv3+ and PT-YOLO-v5, we adopt ResNet-101 pre-trained on ImageNet [25] and CSPNet [34], as the backbones, respectively. For the capsule network, both the number of capsule types and the capsule dimension need to be considered. The hyperparameters used for the PT-CapsNets are provided in the supplementary material together with all the implementation details and some visualization results.

The results for image classification are summarized in Tables 3, 4 and 5 for three different datasets. We report the top-1 accuracy, to validate the effectiveness, and the total number of parameters (#params) and the total number of multiply-and-accumulates (MAC) to show the compactness of our PT-CapsNets. It can be seen that, the PT-CapsNet slightly outperforms all three of the CNN baselines, while providing considerable reduction in the number of parameters and the amount of computation at the same time. The segmentation results are summarized in Table 6, listing the mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and the number of parameters for each model. PT-CapsNets can not only improve the mIoU of UNet and DeepLabv3+ by 1.31% and 0.27%, but also provide 36% and 25% parameter reduction, respectively. For object detection, mean average precision (mAP) is used as the performance metric, and the results are evaluated for mAP @.5 (mAP1), mAP @ [.5:.95] (mAP2), precision, and recall in Table 7. We can see that PT-CapsNet based detection model provides higher precision and comparable mAP with respect to YOLO-v5, with less number of parameters.

Across all different tasks and comparison experiments, the PT-CapsNet not only achieves better or on-par performance compared to baselines, but also provides significant parameter reduction, indicating that the performance enhancement and robustness is mostly due to the effective feature descriptor and proposed PT-capsule structure. This shows the great potential for PT-CapsNet to be adopted in wider range of applications. Example output images are presented in the supplementary material.

### 5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel capsule network structure with prediction-tuning mechanism (PT-CapsNet) to utilize the rich information capacity of capsule networks, and address their limitations. To make the PT-CapsNet widely applicable, we have introduced fully and locally connected PT-Capsule layers, and used them to build a PT-CapsNet architecture for classification. We have compared its robustness to affine transformations with several CapsNets baselines. To show the scalability of PT-CapsNet, we have built large deep learning architectures for classification, segmentation, and object detection tasks, and compared the performance with CNN-based baselines. This is among the first works demonstrating a capsule network-based architecture can outperform or achieve on-par performance to the CNN-based models on various tasks with challenging datasets and larger image sizes, and simultaneously reduce the number of network parameters. The promising results combined with significant parameter reduction indicate that improvements are due to the proposed effective structure. Since we focused on the framework and structure, the research related to the choice of receptor field size will be future work.
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